Introduction
Antitrust treatment of vertical integration and vertical restraints has followed a policy pendulum. 1 In the early years of U.S. antitrust, little attention was paid to vertical relationships. From the late 1950s through the early 1970s, antitrust authorities took a more hostile view, blocking vertical mergers between General Motors and duPont, Brown Shoe and Kinney, and Ford and Electric Autolite. 2 The policy of the 1950s and 1960s was motivated by the idea that vertical literature on experimental economics by constructing the first market experiments with a fully specified vertical industry structure. We are aware of only one other experimental article with a vertical industry structure, Mason and Phillips (2000) . In their work, the link between the industry levels is incompletely specified in that upstream firms' profits are independent of downstream firms' actions. 10 Third, the article contributes to the theoretical literature on vertical foreclosure by developing a model in which parties' out-of-equilibrium beliefs are heterogeneous (rather than being purely passive or purely symmetric, as has traditionally been assumed). The new model succeeds at explaining some interesting experimental behavior that is at odds with the existing theory.
Commitment problem
In their survey of the literature on new theories of vertical foreclosure, Rey and Tirole (forthcoming) provide a model that can be used to illustrate the commitment problem. Consider the market depicted in panel A of Figure 1 in which an upstream firm U produces an input at constant average and marginal cost normalized to zero. Each unit of input is costlessly converted by downstream firms D 1 and D 2 into a unit of a homogeneous final good. The final good is sold to consumers with decreasing inverse demand P(q), where q = q 1 + q 2 and q i is the output of D i . D 1 and D 2 engage in Cournot competition. 11 U makes take-it-or-leave-it contract offers (x i , T i ) simultaneously to D i , i = 1, 2, where x i is the quantity of input offered and T i is the payment required for the bundle. 12 This contractual form allows for general nonlinear tariffs. If the contracts are public, meaning that D 1 observes the contract U offers to D 2 and vice versa, then U can obtain the monopoly profit for itself by offering contracts (q m /2, m /2) to each D i , where q m and m respectively denote the monopoly quantity and profit in the market. Each D i earns zero profit net of the transfer to U if they both accept the contracts, convert all of their purchased inputs into final output, and sell all of this output; and they can earn no more than zero from any other strategy. Thus it is an equilibrium for them to do so.
If the contracts are secret, meaning that a downstream firm does not observe the contract U offers to its rival, it may no longer be possible for U to obtain the monopoly profit. Suppose U continues to offer (q m /2, m /2) to D 2 , and D 2 continues to accept the contract. U and D 1 can increase their joint profit by deviating from the contract (q m /2, m /2). To see this, define R(q i , q j ) ≡ q i P(q i + q j ) and b(q j ) ≡ argmax qi R(q i , q j ). R(q i , q j ) is the revenue (and also profit, since production is costless) generated by the sale of q i units by D i given that D j sells q j ; b(q j ) is D i 's best response (in terms of revenue maximization) to output q j . The optimal deviation for U and D 1 would be a contract specifying b(q m /2) rather than q m /2 units of input. It can be shown that b(q m /2) is strictly higher than q m /2, 13 and thus that market output q m /2 + b(q m /2) would be greater than q m due to this deviation. Foreseeing that this deviation would reduce its gross profit below m /2, D 2 would reject U 's contract offer in the first place, since its profit net of the transfer to U would be negative.
With secret contracts, there are multiple perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) . The equilibrium outcome depends crucially on how, in response to receiving an out-of-equilibrium contract offer, a downstream firm updates its beliefs concerning the contract offered to its rival. The two leading 10 Another significant difference is that Mason and Phillips effectively restrict attention to linear contracts (appropriate for their focus on the double marginalization problem), whereas contracts are fully nonlinear in our setup. Theory suggests that vertical integration should have the opposite effect in the two settings, and this is indeed what a comparison of the results reveals: vertical integration increases output in their setting but reduces output in ours.
11 Rey and Tirole note that the same outcome is obtained if D 1 and D 2 are assumed to engage in Bertrand-Edgeworth competition (competition in prices with homogeneous products and capacity constraints determined by the quantity of inputs purchased from U ) as long as upstream marginal cost is high relative to downstream. Since-for simplicity-we have normalized upstream cost to zero, we adopt-for consistency-the assumption of Cournot competition. 12 In equilibrium it will turn out that x i = q i , but there is a need to distinguish inputs from outputs out of equilibrium, a leading example being when a downstream firm rejects U 's contract offer. 13 The result is proved in Rey and Tirole for the case of concave inverse demand. The argument for general demand functions is similar to that found in Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995). 14 If a firm that holds passive beliefs receives an out-of-equilibrium offer, it conjectures that its rival receives the equilibrium offer. If a firm that holds symmetric beliefs receives an out-of-equilibrium offer, it conjectures that its rival receives the same out-of-equilibrium contract offer. Rey and Tirole show that in equilibrium with passive beliefs, downstream firms receive contracts (q c , c ), where q c and c are, respectively, a firm's output and profit in a Cournot duopoly; e.g., q c is the implicit solution to q i = b(q i ) and c ≡ R(q c , q c ). The same logic as in the previous paragraph applies to show that U cannot commit to sell only the monopoly output to downstream firms. Thus, with passive beliefs, output is higher, and profits lower, than in the joint-profit-maximizing outcome. In equilibrium with symmetric beliefs, by contrast, downstream firms receive contracts (q m /2, m /2), and the joint-profit-maximizing outcome is obtained. U 's commitment power in this case stems from the fact that deviating to a contract with higher quantities is not as profitable with symmetric as with passive beliefs. Rey and Tirole argue that the assumption of passive beliefs is theoretically more sound.
The commitment problem arising in the passive-beliefs case can be solved if U integrates vertically with one of the downstream firms, say D 1 , forming the firm U -D 1 as in panel B of Figure 1 . The integrated firm can commit to sell the monopoly quantity through its downstream subsidiary and not supply D 2 at all, since it internalizes (through profit sharing) the loss in D 1 's profit associated with an increase in D 2 's supply. Other vertical restraints short of full integration would suffice to ensure that output is restricted to the monopoly level and that it extracts all of the monopoly profit. Exclusive-dealing contracts (see Hart and Tirole, 1990) , most-favored-customer clauses (see DeGraba, 1996) , and resale price maintenance (see O 'Brien and Shaffer, 1992) can be sufficient. Indeed, as argued above, simple contracts of the form (x i , T i ) are sufficient as long as they are public (and not secretly renegotiable). The fact that D 1 can see the contract offered D 2 before it decides whether to accept provides U all the commitment that is needed. The logic of folk theorems for repeated games with discounting or incomplete information (see Fudenberg and Maskin, 1986) suggest that U may have some commitment power even with secret contracts if the game is played repeatedly: in a finite game, U may be able to maintain a reputation for low output; in an infinitely repeated game, trigger strategies may be used to keep U from deviating.
Experimental design
To test the implications of the new foreclosure theories summarized in the previous section, we constructed an experimental market with two vertical levels, resembling Figure 1 . We conducted treatments with and without vertical integration, holding all other elements constant, allowing us to determine whether vertical integration results in reduced output and increased upstream and industry profit, the traditional symptoms of vertical foreclosure. We conducted treatments in a nonintegrated market in which the nature of contracts (secret versus public) was varied, allowing us to focus more narrowly on the question of whether the secretness of contracts is the source of a commitment problem for upstream monopolists.
A host of design issues arose in testing the new foreclosure theories experimentally, including the number of upstream and downstream firms, the form of contract offers, the nature of the bargaining process over contracts, the mode of downstream competition, the form of costs, and demand. We designed the experiments reported here in the spirit of resolving each of these issues in the simplest possible way to provide the most straightforward test of the hypotheses under investigation.
Nonintegrated treatments.
A market in a nonintegrated treatment involves three subjects: one playing the role of the upstream firm U and two playing the roles of downstream firms (D i , i = 1, 2), as in panel A of Figure 1 . 15 For simplicity, there are no production costs at either vertical level. At the start of each period, U makes take-it-or-leave-it offers (x i , T i ) to the D i , where x i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .} is a discrete amount of input transferred to D i and T i is the lump-sum payment from D i to U for the bundle. 16 U also has the option of offering no contract to D i . In the next stage, downstream firms simultaneously choose whether to accept the offer (a i = 1) or reject the offer (a i = 0). If D i accepts, each of the x i units of input is automatically transformed into a unit of output and sold at the market-clearing price on the final-good market. Letting q i be D i 's output, we have q i = a i x i .
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The total quantity of the homogeneous final good produced by the D i is denoted q = q 1 + q 2 . Inverse demand for the final good, P(q), is the discrete function given in Figure 2 . The prices are denominated in ECU (experimental currency units), where we adopted an exchange rate of 20 ECU to one DM (or about 34 ECU to the U.S. dollar at the going exchange rate). The demand curve was designed so that the prediction for treatments in which U theoretically has commitment power (e.g., with vertical integration or restraints) differs markedly from that for treatments in which U does not have commitment power (e.g., with nonintegration and secret contracts). With our particular demand function, the joint-profit-maximizing outcome involves q = 2, but the PBE with secret contracts and passive beliefs involves q = 4.
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Integrated treatment. An experimental market in an integrated treatment involves two subjects: one playing the role of the integrated firm U -D 1 and one playing the role of the unintegrated downstream firm D 2 , as in panel B of Figure 1 . At the start of each period, U -D 1 makes a take-it-or-leave-it contract offer (x 2 , T 2 ) to D 2 . (It can also choose not to offer D 2 any contract at all.) D 2 then accepts or rejects the contract. As above, if D 2 accepts, it automatically produces q 2 = x 2 units of output. After observing D 2 's accept/reject decision, U -D 1 decides the amount of output, q 1 , to produce. The assumption of costless production and the discrete demand specification are the same as in the nonintegrated treatments.
Other aspects. We ran four different types of treatments, summarized in Table 1 . For each treatment type, we ran three sessions, with a different group of subjects recruited for each session. Each session involved three markets and ten periods of play. A possible concern was that the repetition of play for ten periods-designed to allow the subjects an opportunity to learn about the game and strategic responses they typically receive-might introduce dynamic, strategic 15 In the instructions, upstream firms were referred to as "manufacturers" and downstream firms as "retailers." 16 We restricted x i to be an integer between 1 and 9 and T i to be an integer between 0 and 120. The constraints did not impair the generality of the results because both equilibrium contracts in theory and actual contracts in the experiments were well within the constraint set. 17 We removed the option to purchase x i units of input but sell q i < x i units of output to simplify D i 's decision problem. This should not impair the generality of the results since, in equilibrium, q i = x i if a i = 1. 18 These claims are proved formally in Appendix A. effects. Such effects are absent from the theory, since the theory is based on one-shot games.
To mitigate this problem, we used a pseudo-random matching scheme in all but one treatment type. For the nonintegrated treatments, for example, nine subjects were recruited for a session. Upon arrival, three subjects were randomly designated as upstream firms and the remaining six as downstream firms. They were told that triples of one upstream subject and two downstream subjects would be scrambled from period to period. For the integrated treatment, six subjects were recruited for a session, three randomly chosen for the integrated firm and the remaining three for the unintegrated downstream firm. They were told that pairings of one integrated and one unintegrated subject would be scrambled from period to period. The matching process was random in that subjects interacted anonymously through computer terminals and were not told with whom they were matched in a given period as a result of the scrambling. We refer to the matching process as "pseudo" random because we presprogrammed the matching pattern rather than using random draws.
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To examine the interesting possibility that repeated interaction might lead to commitment power for the upstream firm through reputation or other dynamic, strategic effects, we introduced a treatment, SECFIX, in which the same group of participants met together in a market for all ten periods. This treatment could be compared with the SECRAN treatment with pseudo-random matching.
The experimental design does not exclude the possibility of negative profit for downstream firms, since D i can agree to transfer more to U than the revenue D i earns from the sale of the final good. The fact that D i 's revenue depends on the quantity D j supplies, which in turn depends on secret negotiations between U and D j in the SECFIX and SECRAN treatments, makes the possibility even more distinct. We took several steps to deal with the problem of downstream bankruptcy. Each subject playing a downstream firm received an initial endowment of 200 ECU. Subjects were told in advance that the experiment would last ten periods and that if a subject showed a negative balance for three successive periods, the session would be halted. In implementation, bankruptcy was never even remotely a prospect. Since negative profits for upstream firms were precluded by the experimental design, upstream subjects were given a smaller initial endowment of 19 We programmed the matching pattern to yield the greatest amount of scrambling possible in a ten-period session. In nonintegrated (integrated) sessions, no two subjects participated together in the same market in more than two (four) periods. 60 ECU, both to conserve on resources and to equalize earnings across upstream and downstream subjects.
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The experiments were carried out at Humboldt University Berlin. In total, 99 subjects participated. Subjects were undergraduate economics majors, primarily in the early portion of their studies. The sessions lasted between 45 and 60 minutes, including the time for instructions. On average, subjects earned 21 DM, or about 12 dollars at the going exchange rate. The experiments were programmed using the software toolbox RatImage (Abbink and Sadrieh, 1995) .
Summary of experimental hypotheses. In sum, the experiments were designed so that the theory from Section 2 predicts different outcomes in alternative treatments. In INTEGR, the monopoly outcome is predicted, involving market quantity q = 2 and market profit = 100. The same outcome is predicted in PUBLIC. In SECRAN, market output is predicted to be above the monopoly level (q = 4) and profit below the monopoly level ( = 72). In all three treatments, theory predicts that the upstream firm (or integrated firm in INTEGR) obtains all market profit and unintegrated downstream firms obtain zero profit net of transfers to the upstream firm. The theory does not have direct predictions for SECFIX, since the theory is static, while SECFIX may involve dynamic effects stemming from repeated interaction. We will postpone the discussion of SECFIX until the end of Section 4. These predictions for INTEGR, PUBLIC, and SECRAN are summarized in the following three hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2. InPUBLIC, q = 2, U = = 100, D = 0.
We have defined x to be the total amount of input offered in the market (x = x 1 + x 2 ), q to be the market output (q = q 1 + q 2 ), to be the market profit Smith, 1982) . Our expectation was that upstream subjects would earn more than their downstream counterparts during the course of a session because upstream firms make take-it-or-leave-it offers. The higher initial endowment would compensate for this difference. 21 It is plausible that x = q = 2 in equilibrium, but it is also possible for higher values of x to arise in equilibrium. In INTEGR, U -D 1 may transfer x 1 = 2 internally while offering (x 2 , T 2 ) to D 2 with x 2 ≥ 1 but with T 2 set so high that the contract is certainly rejected by a profit-maximizing D 2 that understands the structure of the experiments. In PUBLIC, U may offer two contracts, both involving positive inputs, one of which involves x = 2 and the other of which involves such a high transfer that, again, it is certainly rejected. In SECRAN, the theory predicts x = 4, reflected in Hypothesis 3.
Tests of foreclosure theories
Central results. Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for the variables involved in Hypotheses 1-3. To purge the data of noise in the early stages of each session as subjects became familiar with the experiment, we dropped observations from periods 1-5 before computing the statistics reported in the table. As will be seen below, the results are similar if all ten periods are analyzed. This leaves 45 observations per treatment: three sessions, three markets per session, and five periods (i.e., periods 6-10) per session. The first set of columns in the table are descriptive statistics for all 45 observations associated with each treatment type. Recalling that q i = a i x i , the fact that q i is substantially less than x i on average for all treatment types indicates that the D i rejected a substantial number of contract offers. Indeed, in 60% of the INTEGR, 40% of the PUBLIC, and 44% of the SECRAN observations, at least one downstream firm rejected an offer. One explanation for the high rejection rate in INTEGR is that U -D 1 intended its offers to produce the same outcome as no contract offer, fully expecting them to be rejected. Other explanations for rejections in INTEGR-which also apply to PUBLIC and SECRAN-are that (a) the upstream firm was playing suboptimally, (b) the upstream firm was trying (unsuccessfully, given the rejection) to earn super-equilibrium profits by exploiting mistakes by downstream firms, and (c) the downstream firms sometimes rejected offers out of "fairness" considerations (i.e., rejecting offers providing positive expected profit if their share of total expected profit were unacceptably low). We will investigate the validity of the various explanations in more detail below. To obtain some preliminary idea of the effect of these rejections on the descriptive statistics, the Notes: Means (µ), standard deviations (σ ), and number of observations (N ) for data after dropping first five periods to purge potential learning effects.
Figures for x in INTEGR include both internal transfers for U -D 1 (measured by its final sales) and the quantity offered to D 2 .
FIGURE 3 HISTOGRAMS FOR MARKET INPUTS OFFERED
second set of columns excludes observations in which at least one downstream firm rejected its contract. Excluding rejections in this way resolves some apparent anomalies in the data. For example, in SECRAN, q = 2.47, close to the monopoly output of q = 2, though industry profit is only 69.9, far from the monopoly profit of 100. Upon removing rejections, we see in fact that U offered relatively high quantities to the D i (x = 3.44); rejections led to both low realized output and low profit.
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As indicated by the high standard deviations, particularly for the variables associated with the SECFIX and SECRAN treatments, there is a substantial amount of noise in the data. In the presence of this noise, examining distributions, rather than simple means, is revealing. We depict the distributions of the outcome variables in the histograms in Figures 3 through 6. We then formally test the conclusions from our visual analysis of the histograms. The results are reported in Table 3 . Such formal tests are of added value for two reasons: first, the histograms do not provide statistical significance levels, and, second, the histograms implicitly treat each observation as independent even though repeated observations for the same subjects over periods 1-10 may be dependent. We conducted two sorts of tests for the difference in outcome variables across treatment types, one sort involving means and one sort involving modes.
To test the significance of the difference in the mean of z (where z is one of the outcome variables q, x, , or U ) between treatment type A and B, we ran the regression where i indexes observations from treatment type A or B only, TREATDUM is a dummy equalling one if the observation is from treatment type A and zero otherwise, β 0 and β 1 are coefficients to be estimated, and i is an error term. The estimate of interest isβ 1 , which can be interpreted directly as the difference in means in which we are interested. The computed standard errors are robust to general forms of heteroskedasticity and account for the possible dependence of repeated observations for subjects in the role of the upstream firm (formula provided in equation (A2) 
In what can be considered a test of the difference in modes across treatment types, we tested whether the probability that z took on a specific value, say z =z, in treatment type A differed significantly from the probability in treatment type B. We ran a probit of the following form:
where i indexes observations from treatment types A and B only, and 1 {zi =z} is an indicator equalling one if z i =z and zero otherwise. 23 The difference in probabilities, , can be computed from the estimates using the formula = (β 0 +β 1 ) − (β 0 ), where (·) is the standard normal distribution function. The standard error computed for is robust to general forms of heteroskedasticity and accounts for the possible dependence of repeated observations for subjects in the role of the upstream firm (formula provided in equation (A3) in Appendix A).
FIGURE 5 HISTOGRAMS FOR INDUSTRY PROFIT
Consider the histograms for x and q in Figures 3 and 4 . Throughout, the discussion will concentrate on the shaded bars, which omit data for periods 1-5, but it is evident from a comparison of the shaded and unshaded bars that the conclusions are the same if all periods 1-10 are considered. In INTEGR, in about 80% of the cases, three or more units were offered, where U -D 1 's final sales (which implicitly is the quantity subdivision U 1 offers subdivision D 1 ) is added to the quantity U -D 1 offers D 2 to compute industrywide offered quantity. As mentioned in footnote 21, a finding of a greater quantity offered than the monopoly in INTEGR is not inconsistent with the theory: U -D 1 can still recover the monopoly profit as long as T 2 is high enough to induce D 2 to reject. In 91% of the observations in INTEGR, U -D 1 did offer D 2 a contract with a positive quantity, but in 80% of those, the offer included such a high tariff that we would expect it to be rejected by a sequentially rational D 2 . 24 The prevalence of such contracts tends to inflate the value of x in INTEGR. In fact, 78% of such contracts were rejected by D 2 , so that sales of the final good are in line with the theory: q = 2 in 71% of the INTEGR observations. In PUBLIC, two units were offered in 80% of the cases and two units sold in 73% of them (the discrepancy is due to a small rejection rate). For SECRAN, quantity offered has a bimodal distribution, with x = 4 the most HISTOGRAMS FOR UPSTREAM PROFIT frequent case, as Hypothesis 3 predicts. A number of these offers were rejected; so though the distribution of q is still bimodal, q = 4 is less frequent than q = 2.
Turning to the formal results in Table 3 , the means of x and q are lower for INTEGR and PUBLIC than for SECRAN, the difference between PUBLIC and SECRAN significant at the 5% level for both variables. The probability that x = 2 is 51% higher and that x = 4 is 36% lower for PUBLIC than for SECRAN, all differences significant at the 5% level. The probability that q = 2 is significantly higher for both INTEGR and PUBLIC than for SECRAN and the probability that q = 4 is significantly lower for both INTEGR and PUBLIC than SECRAN. There is no significant difference between INTEGR and SECRAN regarding the probabilities that x = 2 and x = 4-indeed, the probability that x = 2 is lower in INTEGR than in SECRAN-though, as explained above, this is not inconsistent with the theory and can be explained by contract offers from U -D 1 to D 2 in INTEGR that were nearly always rejected. The mean of q is significantly higher for INTEGR than for PUBLIC; the difference between INTEGR and SECRAN, though negative, is not significant. This can be explained by the fact that PUBLIC and SECRAN had a number of observations in which rejections led to q = 0 or 1; this happened much less frequently with INTEGR, since U -D 1 could always supply q = 2 itself if D 2 rejected its contract.
Given the mapping from q to , the histograms for industry profit, Figure 5 , are similar to Figure 4 : the bars have the same heights but simply have been rearranged along the axis. The histograms for INTEGR and PUBLIC have much of their mass at = 100 and little or none at = 72; the histogram for SECRAN has much less mass at = 100 and much more at = 72. Table 3 shows that the mean of for INTEGR is higher than for PUBLIC, but even more Notes: An entry in column (2), (5), (8), or (9) is the difference between the means of the indicated treatments, computed as discussed in the text following equation (1). An entry in column (3), (4), (6), or (7) is the difference in the probability of the indicated event between the two treatments, computed as discussed in the text following equation (2). To purge learning effects, only last five periods are used to compute all estimates. White (1980) robust standard errors, adjusted for nonindependence of observations for the same upstream firm, are reported in parentheses. * Significant at the 10% level; * * significant at the 5% level. a PUBLIC has no observations in which q = 4, ruling out a probit; the reported entry is the difference in probabilities observed in sample, and the reported significance level is a conservative bound found by adding a fictitious observation for PUBLIC in which q = 4.
substantial is the difference in between these treatments and PUBLIC, 24.4 ECU for INTEGR and is 16.1 ECU for PUBLIC, both differences significant at the 5% level.
The main inconsistency with the theory revealed so far is that there are a substantial number of observations for SECRAN in which x = 2 and/or q = 2. These observations are inconsistent with hypothesis Hypothesis 3. Factors not accounted for by the theory seem to allow U to exercise greater commitment power than expected in a number of the SECRAN observations. The histograms for upstream profit in Figure 6 present another interesting departure from the theory. The graph for INTEGR is close to the theoretical prediction: in a substantial majority of cases, 62%, the upstream firm obtained the monopoly profit 100. In SECRAN, upstream profits are distributed evenly along the horizontal axis. Much of the mass is below U = 70. The remarkable fact is that the picture for PUBLIC is closer to SECRAN than to INTEGR. Focusing on the data for periods 6-10, there are no cases in which U = 100; the mass is spread fairly evenly along the horizontal axis below U = 90. The observations from the histograms are borne out in Table  3 . The differences between the mean of U for INTEGR and the other treatments are huge: mean U was 33.8 ECU higher than for PUBLIC and 37.4 ECU higher than for SECRAN, both differences significant at the 5% level. In contrast to the hypotheses, the mean of U is essentially the same in PUBLIC as in SECRAN.
To summarize, the results provide partial support for the foreclosure theory. SECRAN, a treatment in which theory anticipates there should be a commitment problem, differs in the predictable way from INTEGR and PUBLIC, treatments in which theory anticipates no commitment problem. Though the commitment effect is apparent in the data, not all the observations follow the predictions of theory, so that SECRAN, while different from INTEGR and PUBLIC, is not as different as the theory would have. The experimental evidence departs from the theoretical predictions regarding the division of profits between upstream and downstream. Theory predicts that the upstream firm should have all the bargaining power, since it makes takeit-or-leave-it offers to the downstream firms. In INTEGR, consistent with the theory, the integrated firm is able to extract all of the industry profit a majority of the time. In PUBLIC and SECRAN, however, U only obtains a fraction of industry profits. In the nonintegrated treatments, the threat of D i 's rejecting U 's offer seems to have disciplined U 's bargaining power. This bargaining effect of vertical integration has real distributional consequences. The unintegrated downstream firm's surplus is effectively extracted by the merging firms. 25 Thus, the bargaining effect provides a rationale for vertical integration despite the existence of other vertical restraints (such as public contracts) that can solve the commitment problem as well: other vertical restraints may not allow the upstream firm to extract as much industry rent as full vertical integration. We will discuss the bargaining effect in further detail in Section 6.
Repeated interaction.
As suggested by Macauley (1963) and later authors, reputation and repeated interaction can serve as a substitute for contracts. A comparison of SECFIX, in which upstream firms faced the same downstream firms for each of the ten periods, and SECRAN, in which the subjects were scrambled each period, will allow us to test whether repeated interaction is an adequate substitute for vertical restraints in solving the commitment problem. If so, the outcomes in SECFIX should depart from SECRAN in the direction of INTEGR and PUBLIC. An examination of Figures 3-6 and Table 3 shows only slight differences between SECFIX and SECRAN. The largest differences involve x: the mean of x is .53 units lower, the probability x = 2 is 18% higher, and the probability x = 4 is 16% lower with SECFIX than with SECRAN. These differences are not statistically significant, however. As the last row of Table 3 shows, there are no other discernible differences between SECFIX and SECRAN. There is little evidence that finite repetition of the game allows for the development of reputation.
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Learning effects. We have thus far focused on observations for periods 6-10 from each session, anticipating that subjects' strategies may converge during the course of the session to some stable point as they become more familiar with the game. In this subsection we present evidence of such learning effects based on two sets of formal tests, parallelling the tests discussed above in the subsection containing the central results. To test the significance of the difference in the mean of z (where z is one of q, x, , or U ) for periods 6-10 and the mean of z for periods 1-5 for a single treatment type A, we ran the regression
where i indexes observations from treatment type A only and PERIODUM is a dummy equalling one if the observation is from periods 6-10 and zero otherwise. The estimate of interest isβ 1 , 25 How this additional surplus is split between the merging subsidiaries U and D 1 is a question that our experimental design does not address because we have a single party playing both roles in U -D 1 . If one theorizes that U auctions the right to merge to D 1 and D 2 , equilibrium will depend on how tough the bidding competition is between them. If, for example, they engage in Bertrand competition, U can extract 100% of the profit, implying that both downstream units, the integrated subsidiary and the unintegrated firm, would earn zero net surplus. 26 It might be argued that reputation effects would arise more readily in sessions with random rather than certain ending points; however, Selten and Stoecker (1986) show that the distinction has little impact on the behavior of experimental subjects.
which can be interpreted directly as the difference in means in which we are interested. As before, the reported standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity and nonindependence of repeated observations.
In the second set of tests, we sought to determine whether the probability that z took on a specific value, say z =z, in periods 6-10 differed significantly from the probability in periods 1-5. We ran a probit of the following form:
where i indexes observations from treatment type A only. The difference in probabilities can be computed as described below equation (2). As before, the reported standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity and nonindependence of repeated observations. The results are presented in Table 4 . There is some evidence of convergence to the theoretical equilibrium in INTEGR and SECFIX, but little evidence of movement in PUBLIC and SECRAN. In INTEGR, the mean of x fell by .42 units, the probability x = 2 rose by 11%, and the probability x = 4 fell by 18%. U -D 1 essentially learned that it was more profitable to offer D 2 one or no units rather than two. This translated into .36 fewer units sold on average, an increase in the probability q = 2 of 13%, and an equal fall in the probability q = 4. This also translated into an increase in mean of 5.7 ECU.
In SECFIX, mean q rose .44 units. The rise was due to a reduction in the number of cases in which both D i rejected U 's offer, resulting in no sales (see Figure 4) . The reduction in the number of "double rejections" in turn translated into an increase in the mean of 13.8 ECU and an increase in mean U of 16.6. These changes reflect movement toward the predictions of Notes: An entry in column (2), (5), (8), or (9) is the difference between the mean for periods 6-10 for the treatment in (1) and the mean for periods 1-5, computed as described in the text following equation (3). An entry in column (3), (4), (6), or (7) is the difference in the probability of the indicated event for periods 6-10 for the treatment in (1) and the probability for periods 1-5, computed as discussed in the text following equation (4). White (1980) robust standard errors, adjusted for nonindependence of observations for the same upstream firm, are reported in parentheses. * Significant at the 10% level; * * significant at the 5% level. a PUBLIC has no observations in which q = 4 in periods 6-10, ruling out a probit; the reported entry is the difference in probabilities observed in the sample, and the reported significance level is a conservative bound foundby adding a fictitious observation for period 6-10 for PUBLIC in which q = 4.
theory: from periods 1-5 to periods 6-10, the mean of q rose from 1.93 to 2.38 (slightly closer to the theoretical prediction q = 4) and the mean of rose from 61.6 to 75.4 (closer to the theoretical prediction = 72).
Out-of-equilibrium beliefs
Evidence from the experiments. As indicated in the theoretical discussion of Section 2, the nature of downstream firms' out-of-equilibrium beliefs is crucial for the foreclosure theory. If the D i hold symmetric beliefs, the theory implies that U is able to extract the monopoly profit with or without vertical restraints; if the D i hold passive beliefs, U cannot extract the monopoly profit without vertical restraints. Indirect evidence on the nature of subjects' beliefs can be obtained by examining the outcomes in SECRAN. If beliefs are passive, the outcomes in SECRAN should differ from INTEGR or PUBLIC. In fact, we found differences among these treatments, but the differences were not as large as the theory with passive beliefs would suggest. In any event, this is only indirect evidence on the nature of downstream firms' beliefs, since outcomes depend on the actions of three parties rather than the beliefs of a single downstream subject.
We can construct a more direct test of the nature of beliefs by focusing on the acceptance/rejection decision a i of a single downstream firm D i in SECRAN treatments. The tests are based on the theoretical result that, in the SECRAN setup, there exist offers (x i , T i ) for which a i differs depending on whether downstream firms hold passive or symmetric beliefs. Mixed strategies are important in the subsequent discussion, so it is useful to define α i to be the probability that D i accepts U 's offer; i.e., α i = Pr(a i = 1). For both passive and symmetric beliefs, Figure 7 graphs the value of α i that constitutes a PBE of the continuation game following offer (x i , T i ). Verification of the results in Figure 7 are provided in Appendix A. Several remarks about the graphs are in order. First, (x i , T i ) may well be out-of-equilibrium offers. Indeed, the equilibrium offer with symmetric beliefs-(1, 50)-is not an equilibrium offer with passive beliefs-(2, 36); all other offers are out of equilibrium for both belief structures. Second, in the case of symmetric beliefs, there is a large range of offers for which α i ∈ (0, 1), implying that equilibrium in the continuation game involves mixed strategies. Third (and most important for our purposes in this section), there are distinct differences between the passive-and symmetric-beliefs cases over a broad range of offers (x i , T i ); this will form the basis of our tests.
According to Figure 7 , the continuation equilibria for passive and symmetric beliefs involve different pure strategies only following offers of the form (1, T i ), T i ∈ (30, 50) (see the shaded portion of Figure 7 ). We will focus on offers in this class, for brevity labelled "dispositive contracts." Theory predicts that D i should reject a dispositive contract with certainty if beliefs are passive but accept it with certainty if beliefs are symmetric. The reason D i rejects a dispositive contract in the passive-beliefs case is that it continues to believe D j receives-and accepts-the equilibrium contract (2, 36). If D i were to accept, it would earn gross profit 30, which is negative net of the T i > 30 transfer. The reason D i accepts a dispositive contract in the symmetric-beliefs case is that it believes D j receives the identical out-of-equilibrium offer. By accepting, D i earns at worst gross profit of 50, which is still positive net of the T i < 50 transfer.
Restricting attention to periods 6-10 of the SECRAN treatments, there were 27 dispositive contract offers. Two-thirds were accepted. That this proportion is substantially higher than zero is inconsistent with all D i holding passive beliefs. That this proportion is substantially less than one is inconsistent with all D i holding symmetric beliefs. It is possible that the nature of beliefs is heterogeneous among the D i , with some holding passive and some symmetric beliefs.
A caveat regarding this conclusion is in order. The third that rejected a dispositive contract may have held symmetric beliefs but rejected the contract anyway because their expected share of surplus, though positive, was not as high as they considered "fair." (This is a facet of the bargaining issue treated in more detail in Section 6.) Alternatively, they may have made mistakes in reasoning. To investigate these possibilities, we examined PUBLIC observations in which both downstream firms received dispositive contracts. These observations serve as a control for our purposes, since the issue of out-of-equilibrium beliefs about rivals' contracts is rendered irrelevant 
CONTINUATION EQUILIBRIUM ACCEPTANCE PROBABILITIES FOR DIFFERENT BELIEFS
by the publicness of the contracts. With these observations, any rejection of a contract offer by a downstream firm must be for reasons other than out-of-equilibrium beliefs. D i accepted 77% of such offers, 10% more than for SECRAN, though this difference was not found to be statistically significant.
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A further question regards whether U 's offers justified either passive or symmetric beliefs: i.e., were U 's out-of-equilibrium offers symmetric or not? Of the 27 dispositive contract offers to D i , only 37% of the simultaneous offers to D j were identical; the rest either involved the same input quantity and a different tariff (44%) or a different input quantity (19%).
Evidence from postexperimental questionnaires. A postexperimental questionnaire, in which we asked participants to describe how they made decisions in the experiements, provides more direct evidence on beliefs.
28 Though we did not specifically ask them about out-ofequilibrium beliefs, a few of the participants in SECRAN treatments responded with some useful information on the issue, translated from the original German below.
Two subjects playing the role of a downstream firm made statements consistent with symmetric beliefs. One wrote, "In general (and this was confirmed over time by the results) it turned 27 The statistical test was based on a probit similar to (2) and (4). 28 We also asked the students questions for statistical purposes on major field and year of study and gender. Questionnaires are generally regarded as a useful method of gathering additional information in experiments (Friedman and Sunder, 1994) . A weakness of this method is that there are no monetary incentives for answering the questions.
out that the other retailer received a roughly similar offer." There were several cases in periods 6-10 in which this subject received a dispositive contract; the subject accepted them consistent with symmetric beliefs. Another wrote, "I held the basic assumption that both retailers receive the same offer." This subject did not receive dispositive contract offers in periods 6-10, so we cannot determine whether or not his actions were consistent with his questionnaire statement. There was also a subject in the role of an upstream firm who suggested that downstream firms hold symmetric beliefs: "I was assuming that the retailers think that I offered the same quantity to both of them." Nine out of ten of this subject's contract offers in periods 6-10 were of the dispositive form, which are accepted with certainty in equilibrium with symmetric beliefs and rejected with certainty in equilibrium with passive beliefs.
Two subjects made statements consistent with passive beliefs. One wrote: "I calculated whether I would make a positive profit if the other retailer purchased 1 or 2 units." In periods 6-10, this subject rejected offers (1, 35) and (1, 40), consistent with passive beliefs, though in another instance he did accept contract (1, 35). Another wrote: "Accept if, even when the other retailer buys 2 units, a profit remains." This subject rejected the dispositive contracts offered in periods 6-10, consistent with passive beliefs.
In sum, the direct evidence on beliefs suggests that there may have been a substantial amount of heterogeneity in beliefs among participants. D i 's accept/reject decision was consistent with passive beliefs in some cases and symmetric beliefs in others. The actual offers made by U were sometimes symmetric and sometimes not. Statements about beliefs in postexperimental questionnaires were sometimes consistent with symmetric and sometimes symmetric beliefs. These findings motivate our analysis in the next subsection, in which we extend the vertical foreclosure theory to take account of heterogeneity of beliefs. The modified theory is successful in explaining a number of instances of seemingly anomalous behavior by the experimental subjects.
Extending the foreclosure theory. Rather than having all downstream firms hold passive beliefs or all hold symmetric beliefs, suppose the downstream firms are drawn from a population in which a fraction s ∈ [0, 1] hold symmetric beliefs ("symmetric types") and 1 − s hold passive beliefs ("passive types"). The distribution of beliefs in the population is common knowledge, but D 1 and D 2 's realized beliefs are private information.
The belief structure assumed in this section generalizes previous theoretical work; however, it is still quite restrictive compared to the set of possible belief structures. In general, beliefs may be neither passive nor symmetric. 29 In general, beliefs may be contingent on the out-of-equilibrium offer received. An analysis of equilibrium under general belief structures is beyond the scope of this article, though the initial steps taken in this section may at least serve to suggest the possible benefits from such a general analysis.
In all other respects besides the heterogeneity of beliefs, the model is as described in Section 2. In particular, inverse demand is P(q 1 +q 2 ), production is costless at all stages, U is unintegrated, and U makes secret offers to the D i . It turns out that for some parameter values there are multiple PBE. In the following proposition, proved in Appendix A, we will focus on extremal PBE, i.e., PBE giving U its highest profit. Refer to Section 2 for definitions of the functions R and b used throughout the subsection below. 
subject to
For the fraction α * i of downstream firms that accept, T * i is set at just the right level to extract all of their expected surplus from accepting. In general, this tariff may be higher than R(x * i , x * i )-the expression we are used to from the model with 100% passive or 100% symmetric types-since the rival rejects with probability 1 − α * i , allowing the sole active downstream firm to earn higher net revenue R(x * i , 0). The constraint in Proposition 1 ensures that U does not want to deviate by offering a contract with a higher quantity targeted at passive types. In fact, much of the proof of Proposition 1 is directed to showing that this is the only relevant deviation from a large set of possible deviations. It is particularly lucrative to target passive types with deviation contracts, since passive types do not revise up their conjectures about a rival's quantity when their own is higher than anticipated.
As a corollary of Proposition 1, we prove the following proposition in Appendix A: Proposition 2 verifies that our extended model properly nests the results for the cases of 100% symmetric and 100% passive types. It also shows that it is not necessary to have 100% symmetric types to generate monopoly profit for U . It is sufficient to have s ∈ [ŝ, 1] . This is indeed a large range of values, since it can be proved thatŝ is always less than 1/2.
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It is possible to use Propositions 1 and 2 to compute the extremal PBE for all s ∈ [0, 1] in our experimental setting. The results are graphed in Figure 8 , with the associated calculations provided in Appendix A. For s ≥ŝ = 1/6, the extremal PBE-involving contracts (1, 50) that are accepted with probability one-is indistinguishable from the outcome in the standard model with 100% symmetric types. For s = 0, the equilibrium outcome with 100% passive types is obtained, involving contracts (2, 36) that are accepted with probability one. For s ∈ (0, 1/6), we have a departure from the standard model with 100% symmetric or 100% passive types. The equilibrium involves x i = 2, as does equilibrium with 100% passive types; unlike the case of 100% passive types, it involves a higher tariff and a positive probability of contract rejection. Though U is not directly able to restrict output to the monopoly level by restricting the inputs it offers, it is able to do so indirectly by offering a high-enough tariff that a fraction of the downstream firms reject the contract. For s <ŝ, T * i , 1 − α * i (the probability of rejection), and * U (U 's expected profit) are all increasing in s.
Our model of heterogeneous beliefs can thus be used to rationalize behavior observed in our experiments that cannot be rationalized in a model with 100% symmetric or 100% passive types. Of the 180 contract offers in periods 6-10 in SECFIX and SECRAN, 38 were of the form (2, T i ), T i > 36. Our theory implies that the acceptance rate should be at least 83%; the observed acceptance rate for these 38 offers (72%) was in this range, but not quite as high.
Bargaining issues
In this section we abstract from questions concerning beliefs that were the focus of the previous section and instead focus on the bargaining aspects of our game. In the following two subsections, we examine the INTEGR and PUBLIC treatments, treatments in which secret contracts-and hence out-of-equilibrium beliefs-are not an issue. As seen in Table 2 , average downstream profit D was positive for both INTEGR and PUBLIC; it can be shown that these means are significantly greater than zero at the 5% level. The theory, on the other hand, predicts D = 0 for all treatment types. This contradiction is not surprising: such differences between predictions of noncooperative game theory and experimental data are a robust finding in the experimental research on bargaining games (see Roth (1995) for a survey). The surprising feature of our results is that they are much closer to the theoretical prediction than those of previous studies.
The section continues with a demonstration that a concern for fairness on the part of downstream firms (meaning that they may reject offers that give them a positive surplus if their share of the surplus is not sufficiently large), which usually harms the party making take-it-orleave-it contract offers, actually can increase the upstream firm's profit in our setting. The section concludes with a discussion of the Shapley value as a predictor of parties' surplus shares.
Bargaining and the PUBL IC treatment. Our PUBLIC treatment type is similar to ultimatum bargaining experiments (Güth, Schmittberger, and Schwarze, 1982) . In the ultimatum game, the first player (the proposer) offers a division of a pie of fixed size to the second player (the responder). The responder can accept the division, in which case it is implemented, or reject it, in which case both earn nothing. In the subgame-perfect equilibrium, the proposal gives all of the surplus to the proposer and is accepted by the responder. Typical experimental results for the ultimatum game involve a more equitable distribution of the surplus than the theory predicts. For example, in one treatment in Forsythe et al. (1994) , specifically the "April-Pay" treatment in which a pie of five dollars was to be split, the modal proposal gave the responder a 50% share; the mean proposal gave the responder a 44% share. Results from other ultimatum experiments are similar (see Roth, 1995) .
A number of our PUBLIC observations have a similar structure to the ultimatum game. For the last five periods, there were 13 PUBLIC observations in which x i = 2 and x j = 0. In such observations, 100 ECU were available to split between U and D i , and this split could be accomplished by setting T i at various levels. In four cases, T i = 70, and this was never rejected. Eight times, T i = 80, and this was accepted every time but two. In the remaining case, T i = 90, and this was accepted. The mean of T i was 77.7; the mean of U was 65.4, and the mean of D was 19.2. The mean offer was about 22% closer to the theoretical prediction of zero surplus for the responder than in the experiments of Forsythe et al. (1994) 
Similarly, we can analyze the 23 PUBLIC observations in which x i = x j = 1. 31 In such observations, assuming D j accepts its offer, 50 ECU is the size of the pie to be split between U and D i , with T i set to divide the surplus appropriately. The mean of T i was 35.6 and the mode was 45. The overall acceptance rate was 83%, and this acceptance rate was only slightly negatively correlated with T i , so that the modal offer of 45 was the most profitable even after accounting for rejections. The mean offer was about 16% closer to the theoretical prediction of zero surplus for the responder than in the ultimatum experiments of Forsythe et al. (1994) reported above.
For the 23 PUBLIC observations in which x i = x j = 1, we may have found results closer to the theoretical prediction than the previous experimental literature due to the linkage between downstream firms. Since D i and D j are competitors, the pie to be split between U and D i depends on D j 's action. In equilibrium, D j accepts its offer and the pie to be split between U and D i is 50. If D j rejects, the size of the pie to be split between U and D i increases from 50 to 60. The possibility of rejection by D j may increase D i 's incentive to accept U 's offer for a given T i , and may in turn induce U 's to increase T i . This explanation is incomplete, however. In the 13 PUBLIC observations in which x i = 2 and x j = 0, the pie to be split between U and D i was independent of D j 's action, yet we still found results closer to the theoretical prediction than the previous experimental literature. 32 There are several other possible explanations. One possibility is that our experiments involved a buyer-seller exchange. Hoffman et al. (1994) found that ultimatum bargaining experiments framed as buyer-seller exchanges were closer to the theoretical prediction than standard ultimatum experiments, though not as close as our results. Another possibility is that the computations involved in making proposals was more complicated in our setup than in the typical ultimatum game and that subjects allowed U an additional rent for this. Hoffman et al. (1994) observed similar effects in experiments in which the role of the proposer had to be "earned" in a contest. A third possibility is that initial endowments in our setup were not public information (U was not told the D i 's initial endowment, nor were the D i told U 's). Franciosi et al. (1995) found that, in posted offer markets, treatments with private knowledge about payoffs led to outcomes that were closer to the theoretical prediction than treatments with public knowledge. Given that there was public information about all aspects of payoffs except for initial endowments, unless U thought that there was some extraordinarily high initial capital for the D i , U had good reason to believe it would receive a much higher total payment than the D i . Therefore, it is unlikely that initial endowments being private knowledge had a significant impact on the results, though this possibility cannot be excluded.
Bargaining and the INTEG R treatment. Our INTEGR treatment bears more similarity to the dictator game than the ultimatum game. In the dictator game, the proposer decides how to split a pie, but the responders have no veto power. The proposer's decision is final. Similarly, in INTEGR, the integrated firm U -D 1 can take actions to guarantee itself the monopoly profit regardless of D 2 's actions, for example, by refusing to offer D 2 a contract or offering D 2 a contract in which T 2 is sufficiently high. In the subgame-perfect equilibrium of the dictator game, the proposer obtains all the surplus; but as with experiments with the ultimatum game, the experimental results diverge from theory. For example, in the "April-Pay" treatment with five-dollar pies in Forsythe et al. (1994) , only 36% of the proposers took the entire pie and still 21% gave away the equal share. The mean share of the respondent's share in the proposals was 18%.
In 73% of the cases in INTEGR, by contrast, U -D 1 either refused to offer D 2 a contract or offered D 2 a contract in which T 2 was so high that the subgame-perfect continuation equilibrium involved D 2 's rejecting the offer.
33 Averaging over all observations, D 2 's profit was 4% of industry profit; even averaging over observations in which D 2 accepted the offer, its profit was only 14% 32 Güth, Marchand, and Rulliere (1997) studied the effects of competition in bargaining using an ultimatum bargaining setup with one proposer and five responders. In one treatment, the responder with the lowest acceptance level became the decisive responder; in another, the decisive responder was chosen randomly. Both treatments produced results closer to the subgame-perfect equilibrium than standard ultimatum games, (the first treatment significantly closer than the second).
33 See footnote 24 for a discussion relating to these observations. of industry profit. The highest profit D 2 earned in any observation was 30, and the highest percentage of industry profit it earned was 30%. One possible reason that our results are closer to the theoretical prediction than previous experiments is that surplus is freely transferable in the dictator game but not in INTEGR. In particular, it is impossible for U -D 1 to commit to transfer a surplus in the interval (0, 20) to D 2 credibly while maintaining industry profit at 100. One way to accomplish this is to offer D 2 the contract (1, T 2 ), T 2 ∈ (30, 50), and have U -D 1 sell one unit. Another way is to offer D 2 the contract (2, T 2 ), T 2 ∈ (80, 100), and have U -D 1 sell no units. In the continuation equilibrium, D 2 would reject either of these offers, since U -D 1 's commitment to sell zero or one unit is not credible. 34 Faced with the choice of giving D 2 zero surplus on the one hand or 20 or more on the other, U -D 1 may choose zero even though it would have given D 2 some small positive surplus if surplus were freely transferable.
The other explanations from the previous subsection for why the PUBLIC treatment is closer to theory than previous experiments may apply to INTEGR as well: the experiment involves a buyer-seller transaction, U has to engage in possibly difficult computations for which it may expect a rent, and initial endowments are private information. As above, none of these explanations seems to be satisfactory on its own.
Bargaining and secret contracts. In SECFIX and SECRAN, the share of surplus accruing to the downstream firms was roughly the same (37% and 24%, respectively) as that in PUBLIC (34%). Since equilibrium in SECFIX and SECRAN does not involve splitting a pie of maximal size-industry profit is 72 rather than 100 in equilibrium assuming passive beliefs-the analogy between these treatments and the ultimatum game is not particularly close. Instead of comparing our experimental results to those for the ultimatum game, we will present a counterintuitive theoretical result that the existence of a "crazy" downstream type-a type that out of concerns for fairness rejects offers giving it a positive surplus if its surplus share is not sufficiently high-may actually benefit U . The reason is that this crazy type reduces the expected level of output, in effect an imperfect substitute for a commitment device.
Let θ be the probability a downstream firm is crazy in the sense that it must receive 100% of the surplus in its transaction with U or it will reject the offer. This is an extreme assumption concerning the nature of this type that serves to simplify the subsequent calculations; the results would be qualitatively similar if the crazy type accepted offers with more moderate divisions of surplus. "Sane" downstream firms accept any offer giving them nonnegative expected surplus. In equilibrium with passive beliefs, U offers the D i contracts (2, 36 + 64θ ). Crazy types reject the contract. Sane types accept. Note that sane types earn expected profit 100θ + 36(1 − θ ) − T i if they accept because, with probability θ, rival D j is a crazy type and rejects, in which case q = 2 and D i 's revenue is 100. Substituting T i = 36 + 64θ verifies that sane types make nonnegative profit by accepting. Thus U 's expected profit is 2(1 − θ )(36 + 64θ ), graphed in Figure 9 . For θ ∈ (0, .43), U 's expected profit is higher in the equilibrium with the crazy type than it is without (in which case it earns 72 in equilibrium).
Shapley value. Although noncooperative game theory provides an accurate prediction of total industry surplus in all treatments and an accurate prediction of the shares of surplus accruing to the various parties in INTEGR, as we have seen, it is not as good at predicting the shares of surplus accruing to the various parties in the nonintegrated treatments. The upstream firm earns significantly less than the 100% share predicted by noncooperative game theory. The cooperative game-theoretic concept of Shapley value turns out to be a better predictor of surplus shares.
35
34 A third way would be to have U -D 1 offer D 2 a contract of the form (0, T i ) with T i < 0. Our experimental design ruled out such contracts because T i was constrained to be an integer in [0, 120] . 35 Being a cooperative game-theoretic concept, Shapley value posits that industry profit is maximal (100 in our setup) in all treatments and so does a worse job than the noncooperative theory in predicting total industry profit in SECRAN and SECFIX.
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The Shapley value gives each player the average of its marginal contribution to a coalition of players including it and its predecessors in a given permutation of players assuming that each permutation is equally likely.
36 Appendix A provides the Shapley value calculations. For the nonintegrated treatments, the Shapley value involves shares 2/3 for U , 1/6 for D 1 , and 1/6 for D 2 . Intuitively, U makes a marginal contribution to all coalitions in which it is a member, since no sales can be made without its input. D i only makes a marginal contribution to the coalition {U, D i }; in coalitions with all three players, U can sell two units through D j and generate industry profit of 100 without D i . Our experimental results produced similar surplus shares, with U obtaining 66% in PUBLIC, 64% in SECFIX, and 76% in SECRAN.
The Shapley value also predicts surplus shares in INTEGR. In this treatment, the Shapley value involves a 100% share for U -D 1 and a 0% share for D 2 . The prediction is close to the 96% share for U -D 1 observed in our experiments.
Conclusion
Much of the new foreclosure theory rests on the existence of a commitment effect: absent some vertical restraint, an upstream monopolist is not able to commit to restrict output when dealing with competing downstream firms. We observed the commitment effect in our experiments. In treatments with vertical restraints (vertical integration in INTEGR, public contracts in PUBLIC), the upstream subject was able to restrict output to the monopoly level significantly more frequently, around 40% more, than in treatments with no vertical restraints (SECFIX and SECRAN) . The evidence suggests that out-of-equilibrium beliefs are not uniformly symmetric, as would be required to obtain commitment without vertical restraints.
Our results also suggest that the commitment effect alone is not sufficient to explain the existence of vertical integration. The upstream firm was able to obtain the same degree of output restriction with the simple vertical restraint of public contracts as with full vertical integration. The main advantage of integration over less severe vertical restraints to the upstream firm is that it confers a tremendous amount of bargaining power. That is, vertical restraints of various forms may succeed in maximizing the size of the industry profit pie; vertical integration allows the integrated firms to obtain a larger slice at the expense of the unintegrated firm. Therefore, the subset of the foreclosure literature that looks at bargaining effects (e.g., the "scarce needs" and "scarce supplies" variants in Hart and Tirole (1990) , Bolton and Whinston (1993), and Segal (1999) ) may be as important in explaining anticompetitive vertical integration as the larger literature on the commitment effect.
Our results suggested that the existing models in which it is common knowledge that players' out-of-equilibrium beliefs are homogeneous may not be sufficiently rich to capture the complicated strategic environment in practical settings. There were a number of instances in our experiments where downstream subjects received offers that were out of equilibrium in any standard model. The downstream subjects' responses were neither uniformly consistent with symmetric beliefs nor uniformly consistent with passive beliefs. This motivated us to construct a model with both passive-and symmetric-believing players in the population of downstream firms. We characterized the extremal perfect Bayesian equilibrium for arbitrary demand specifications. Consistent with the intuition from standard models, the upstream firm does better-in a sense has more commitment power-the greater the proportion of symmetric types. The comparative-static effects of an increase in this proportion on the equilibrium contract were quite surprising. For some parameters, the upstream firm does not have the commitment power to restrict output by directly restricting inputs; instead it indirectly restricts output by charging such a high tariff that it induces the downstream firms to randomize over accepting/rejecting; increasing the probability of rejection reduces expected output. We applied our theory to the experimental data and showed that some behavior, impossible to rationalize in existing models, could now be rationalized.
Given that our experimental setting had one subject making a take-it-or-leave it offer to another, it was natural to compare our findings on the division of surplus between parties to the existing experimental literature on ultimatum and dictator games. Our results were generally closer to the game-theoretic predictions involving 100% surplus for the offering party. One of the standard reasons given for why experiments deviate from the game-theoretic predictions is that subjects are concerned with "fairness" in addition to their monetary payoff in the game. We derived a somewhat counterintuitive theoretical result that a concern for "fairness" on the part of downstream subjects in treatments with secret contracts may increase the expected profit of the upstream subject. The reason is that the increased probability of rejection indirectly leads to the desired restriction of expected output.
Appendix A
Proofs of Propositions 1-2 and other mathematical details referred to in the text follow.
Verification of footnote 18. To verify that q = 2 in the joint-profit-maximizing outcome, define industry profit as (q) = q P(q). Then (1) = 60, (2) = 100, (3) = 90, (4) = 72, (5) = 25, and (q) = 0 for q ≥ 6. (q) is highest for q = 2. To verify that q = 4 in equilibrium with secret contracts, note that equilibrium outputs (q * 1 , q * 2 ) must be best responses to each other:
This rules out (q 1 = 1, q 2 = 1) for equilibrium quantities because, given that D 2 is selling one unit, U and D 1 can increase their joint surplus by tranferring two units rather than one (generating revenue of 60 for D 1 rather than 50). Indeed, it can be shown that 2 is the best response to a rival's output of 0, 1, or 2. Thus (q 1 = 2, q 2 = 2) satisfies (A1) and hence is an equilibrium quantity vector. It can be checked on a case-by-case basis that for any other quantity vector satisfying (A1), each component must be 5 or more. Such equilibria arise in our setup due to the assumption of zero production costs. They would be ruled out by assuming positive production costs (no matter how small) or by imposing the trembling-hand perfection refinement. In any event, such outcomes did not arise in our experiments.
Robust variance estimators. The formula for the robust variance matrix estimator for regressions (1) and (3) is
where X is the matrix of regressors, N is the number of observations, M is the number of clusters Gm (a "cluster" being the group of observations for a single upstream firm), k is the number of regressors, um = j∈Gmˆ j x j ,ˆ j = y j − x jβ , y j is the dependent variable for observation j, x j is the vector of independent variables for observation j, andβ are the coefficient estimates. See StataCorp (1997) for further details. The formula for the robust variance of = (β 0 +β 1 ) − (β 0 ) in probits (2) and (4) is
where
is the row vector ( 0 φ(β 0 +β 1 ) ),β are the coefficient estimates, and the rest of the variables are defined as in the previous paragraph. See StataCorp (1997) for further details. 
Rearranging, it is evident that (6) does not bind if and only if s ≥ŝ.
for all 10 periods of the experiment. Consumers in the market are simulated by the computer program. You will be told whether you are a manufacturer or a retailer during the trial period. Currently, you are all reading the same instructions.
(This paragraph only for PUBLIC, SECRAN.) Note that in every period the manufacturer-retailer groups change. You do not know which retailer or manufacturer you will meet.
(This paragraph only for SECFIX.) Note that in each period the manufacturer-retailer groups remain the same. You are always together with the same retailer and manufacturer in the market.
The basic structure of the market is such that the manufacturer produces the product and sells it to the two retailers. In their stores, retailers sell the product on to the consumers.
What are you supposed to do as a manufacturer or retailer? A manufacturer has to decide how many units of the product he wants to sell at which price to the two retailers. This decision has the form of an offer to the retailers: each retailer is offered a specified quantity of the product at a specified total price. The manufacturer may also decide not to offer the product to one or both retailers.
If a retailer receives an offer, he has to decide either to accept the offer or to reject it. If he accepts the offer, he receives the number of units of the product specified in the offer and has to pay the total price. If he rejects the offer, he does not receive the product and does pay anything to the manufacturer.
What price do retailers get for the product in their stores? The market price paid by the consumers is determined by the computer program in the following way. The market price per unit depends on the total quantity supplied together by both retailers. Here the following relationship between the quantity supplied and the market price holds:
Total quantity
Market price 1 6 0 2 5 0 3 3 0 4 1 8 5 5 6 or more 0
The table reads as follows. In the left column, one finds the total quantity of the product supplied by both retailers. For each total quantity there is exactly one market price. Take an example: Suppose retailer 1 received 2 units from the manufacturer and retailer received 1 unit. As the total number of units is 3, the market price per unit is 30 ECU.
Retailers' revenues are the number of units supplied (i.e., bought from the manufacturer) multiplied by the market price. In the example, retailer 1 has revenues of 2 × 30 ECU = 60 ECU, while retailer 1 has revenues of 1 × 30 ECU = 30 ECU.
Retailers' stores are run without cost. The profit of a retailer is thus the revenues minus the payment to the manufacturer. Suppose that, in the example, retailer 2 agreed to pay 35 ECU for the 1 unit he received. Then he would actually make a loss of 5 ECU. If he agreed to pay only 5 ECU, a profit of 25 ECU would result.
Also the manufacturer produces without cost. The manufacturer's profit is thus simply the payments of the two retailers.
What kind of information do you get?
(This paragraph only for PUBLIC.) Each retailer knows his own offer as well as the offer of the other retailer. The manufacturer and both retailers are told at the end of each period whether or not the retailers accepted the offers. The manufacturer and both retailers are informed at the end of each period about the profit of all three participants involved.
(This paragraph only for SECRAN, SECFIX.) Each retailer knows only his own offer but not the offer of the other retailer. Each retailer is told his own profit at the end of each period. The manufacturer is told whether or not the retailers accepted the offers at the end of each period. The manufacturer is informed about his own profit and the profit of the two retailers at the end of each period.
Further instructions for INTEG R.

What is the experiment about?
The experiment is about decision making in a market with one manufacturer and one retailer. Some of you will make decisions for a manufacturer, others for a retailer. You will be a manufacturer or a retailer for all 10 periods of the experiment. Consumers in the market are simulated by the computer program. You will be told whether you are a manufacturer or a retailer during the trial period. Currently, you are all reading the same instructions.
Note that in every period the manufacturer-retailer-groups change. More precisely speaking, you will never meet in the same manufacturer-retailer-group twice.
The basic structure of the market is such that both-not only the retailer, but also the manufacturer-own a store. The product is produced only by the manufacturer. The manufacturer may sell the product in his own store as well as in the store of the retailer. In the stores, the product is sold to the consumers.
What are you supposed to do as a manufacturer or retailer?
A manufacturer has to decide how many units of the product he wants to sell at which price to the retailer. This decision has the form of an offer to the retailer: the retailer is offered a specified quantity of the product at a specified total price. The manufacturer may also decide not to offer the product to the retailer.
If the retailer receives an offer, he has to decide either to accept the offer or to reject it. If he accepts the offer, he receives the number of units of the product specified in the offer and has to pay the total price. If he rejects the offer, he does not receive the product and does not pay anything to the manufacturer.
Afterwards, the manufacturer gets a message indicating whether or not the retailer accepted the offer. Then the manufacturer decides how much to supply in his own store. If he does not want to supply the product in his own store, the manufacturer enters a zero in the computer.
What price is received for the product in the stores? The market price paid by the consumers is determined by the computer program in the following way. The market price per unit depends on the total quantity supplied together by the store of the retailer and the store of the manufacturer. Here the following relation between the quantity supplied and the market price holds:
Total quantity Market price 1 6 0 2 5 0 3 3 0 4 1 8 5 5 6 or more 0
The table reads as follows. In the left column, one finds the total quantity of the product supplied in both stores. For each total quantity there is exactly one market price. Take an example: Suppose retailer 1 supplies 2 units and the manufacturer supplies 1 unit. As the total number of units is 3, the market price per unit is 30 ECU.
Revenues in the stores are the number of units supplied multiplied by the market price. In the example, the store of the retailer has revenues of 2 × 30 ECU = 60 ECU, while the store of the manufacturer has revenues of 1 × 30 ECU = 30 ECU.
The stores are run without cost. For the manufacturer also, production is without cost. The manufacturer's profit is thus the sum of the retailer's payment and the revenues of his store.
The profit of the retailer is his revenues minus the payment to the manufacturer. Suppose that, in the example, the retailer agreed to pay 65 ECU for the 2 units he received. Then he would actually make a loss of 5 ECU. If he agreed to pay only 35 ECU, a profit of 25 ECU would result.
What kind of information do you get? As mentioned, the manufacturer gets a message whether or not the retailer accepted his offer before deciding about the number of units to be supplied in his store. The retailer is told his own profit at the end of each period. The manufacturer is informed about his own profit and the profit of the retailer at the end of each period.
